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**TEXT:**

1. (142) Stimulatory news, reception good; figures indicate item in min/secs since start of program; a videotape of the program
   summarized below can be ordered from FBIS/VED by calling (703) within 30 days of broadcast date

2. (25) Serbian PM Djindjic tells Spanish paper FRY will eventually have to extradite Milosevic to ICTY. (cov)

3. (57) FRY Justice Minister Grubac unsure about outcome of evening DOS, SNP talks. (cov)

4. (17) Serbian Justice Minister Batic disappointed by SNP turning back law on cooperation with ICTY to DOS. (cov)

5. (17) Batic sends a letter to ICTY Prosecutor del Ponte, demanding prosecution of non-Serbian leaders. (cov)

6. (147) Montenegrin Metropolitan Amfilohije calls ICTY court of force. (cov)

7. (219) Video report on fierce fighting around Kumanovo today.

8. (352) FRY Defense Minister Krapovic may sign military cooperation agreement during visit to FYROM tomorrow. (cov)

9. (41) Bloc of video reports on celebration of Serbian
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police day.

11. (1113) Video report recounting history of freezer-truck victims affair.

12. (1458) ICTY's Blewitt praises start of excavation of freezer-truck victims' mass grave.

13. (1528) Foreign news.

14. (1737) Video report on preparations for raspberry harvest in Arilje.

15. (1957) Video report on Serbian being one of leading world producers of plum.

16. (2226) Serbian liaison office opens in Lapje Selo, Kosovo.

17. (2226) Serbian liaison office opens in Lapje Selo, Kosovo.

18. (2247) Power cuts suspended owing to favorable weather.

19. (2256) Information Minister congratulates appointment to new RTS Director Crvenjakov.

20. (2328) Bloc of video reports on celebration of Orthodox Pentecost.


22. (2813) Sports.


24. (3268) Video report on people flocking to site of crop circles in Serbia.

25. (3445) Video report on Banat village celebrating 25th anniversary. (36 min)
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